ABSTRACT

Underground forums are widely used by criminals to buy and sell a host of stolen items, datasets, resources, and criminal services. These forums contain important resources for understanding cybercrime. However, the number of forums, their size, and the domain expertise required to understand the markets makes manual exploration of these forums unscalable. In this work, we propose an automated, top-down approach for analyzing underground forums. Our approach uses natural language processing and machine learning to automatically generate high-level information about underground forums, first identifying posts related to transactions, and then extracting products and prices. We also demonstrate, via a pair of case studies, how an analyst can use these automated approaches to investigate other categories of products and transactions. We use eight distinct forums to assess our tools: Antichat, Blackhat World, Carders, Darkode, Hack Forums, Hell, L33tCrew and Nulled. Our automated approach is fast and accurate, achieving over 80% accuracy in detecting post category, product, and prices.
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1 Introduction

As technology evolves, abuse and cybercrime evolve with it. Much of this evolution takes place on underground forums that serve as both marketplaces for illicit goods and as forums for the exchange of ideas. Underground forums play a crucial role in increasing efficiency and promoting innovation in the cybercrime ecosystem. Cybercriminals rely on forums to establish trade relationships and to facilitate the exchange of illicit goods and services, such as the sale of stolen credit card numbers, compromised hosts, and online credentials.

Because of their central role in the cybercriminal ecosystem, analysis of these forums can provide valuable insight into cybercrime. Indeed, security practitioners routinely monitor forums to stay current of the latest developments in the underground [Krebs 2013a, Krebs 2013b]. Journalist Brian Krebs, for example, relied on forum data when he alerted Target to an ongoing massive data breach based on an influx of stolen credit card numbers being advertised for sale on an online forum [Krebs 2013a]. Information gleaned from forums has also been used by researchers to study many elements of cybercrime [Franklin et al. 2007, Garg et al. 2015, Holt and Lampke 2010, Motyama et al. 2011, Stone-Gross et al. 2011, Yip et al. 2012].

Unfortunately, monitoring these forums is a labor-intensive task. To unlock this trove of information, human analysts must spend considerable time each day to stay current of all threads and topics under discussion. Understanding forums also requires considerable domain expertise as well as knowledge of forum-specific jargon. Moreover, a forum may be in a foreign language, creating an additional barrier for the analyst. Often, what one wants from a forum is not a deep understanding of a particular topic, but an aggregate summary of forum activity. For example, one may want to monitor forums for an uptick in offers to sell stolen credit cards, a strong indicator of a major data breach. In this case, the goal is to extract certain structured information from a forum. Continuing the example, the task is first to identify offers to sell credit card numbers and then extract from the post information like quantity and price. We can then use this structured data to carry out analyses of market trends, like detecting a sudden increase in supply.

In this work, we aim to develop and demonstrate automatic techniques for extracting such structured data from forums. Although extracting structured data from unstructured text is a well-studied problem, the nature of forum text precludes using existing techniques that were developed for the well-written English text of the Wall Street Journal. In contrast, forum posts are written in their own specialized and rapidly evolving vocabulary that varies from forum to forum and ranges from ungrammatical to utterly incomprehensible. As a result, off-the-shelf Named-Entity Recognition (NER) models from Stanford NER perform poorly in this dataset. Another approach is to use regular expressions to identify occurrences of the words related to the type of a post, well-known products, and prices. This simplistic approach also fails because different users use different words for the same products.
Rather than aiming for complete automatic comprehension of a forum, we developed a set of natural language processing building blocks aimed at a set of precise tasks related to trade that a human analyst might require when working with forum data. As we show in this paper, this approach allows us to extract key elements of a post with high confidence, relying on a minimal set of human-labeled examples. By focusing on extracting specific facts from a post, our tools make automatic analysis possible for text inaccessible using conventional natural language processing tools. In this work, we develop automatic tools for the following tasks:

- **Post Type.** Determine the nature of the post, specifically, whether it is an offer to buy, offer to sell, offer to exchange currency, or a post not related to trade.
- **Product.** Determine the product being offered or requested (buy/sell posts) or the currencies being exchanged (currency exchange posts).
- **Price.** Extract the price offered in commerce (buy/sell posts) or the exchange rate (currency exchange posts).

We applied subsets of these tools to eight underground forums (5 English, 1 Russian, and 2 German) (Section 3). We demonstrate how our product extractor can be used to quickly build a picture of the products being traded on a forum, even when we train the product extractor using data from a different forum (Section 5). Using two case studies, we show how to use these building blocks to carry out specific forum analysis tasks (Section 6). Our first case study shows how to use the product extractor as the first stage to a more discriminating classifier that distinguishes between subclasses of products, namely between different types of online service accounts sold on forums. The second case study shows how to use our tools to extract currency exchange trends from forum posts.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

- We develop new natural language processing tools for a set of precise data extraction tasks from forum text of poor grammatical quality. In comparison with a simple regular expression–based approach, our approach achieves over 9 F-point improvement for product detection (Table 10) and over 40 F-point improvement for price extraction (Table 7). Our free and open-sourced tools are available: [http://evidencebasedsecurity.org/forums/](http://evidencebasedsecurity.org/forums/).
- We evaluate our tools on a set of eight underground forums spanning three languages.
- We present two case studies showing how to use our tools to carry out specific forum analysis tasks automatically and accurately, despite the poor quality of the data.

## 2 Related Work

### Underground forum analysis

Our study is the first to create automated extraction techniques for conducting large-scale analyses of the products and pricing of goods offered on underground forums. Previous work used structured information (e.g., social graph, timestamps, usernames) [Motoyama et al. 2011, Soska and Christin 2015, Garg et al. 2015, Vip et al. 2012], handcrafted regular expressions [Franklin et al. 2007] and manual annotations of a small set of posts to understand products and pricing [Holt and Lampke 2010]. Our tools can analyze unstructured texts in large scale with little manual effort.

### Forum analysis with NLP tools

NLP techniques have proven useful for answering a range of scientific questions in various disciplines including the humanities [Bamman et al. 2013] and the social sciences [O’Connor et al. 2013]. However, there has been relatively little work in specifically applying NLP techniques to web forums [Kim et al. 2010, Kaljahi et al. 2015]. Because of the high degree of domain dependence of NLP techniques [Daumé III 2007], most out-of-the-box tools (like part-of-speech taggers or parsers) have various deficiencies in this setting, and in any case do not directly provide the information about forum posts in which we have the most interest.

### NLP methodology

The problems we consider in this work differ from those in past NLP efforts on forum analysis [Kim et al. 2010, Lui and Baldwin 2010, Wang et al. 2011]. Our tasks broadly fall into the category of slot-filling information extraction tasks [Fratig and McCallum 2000, Surdeanu 2013], where the goal is to populate a set of pre-specified fields based on the information in the text. However, much of the recent work on information extraction in the NLP literature has aimed to extract a very broad set of relations for open-domain text [Fader et al. 2011], as opposed to focusing on domain-specific or ontology-specific methods [Parikh et al. 2015]. The various kinds of information we consider (transaction type, products, prices) each necessitate different techniques: some tasks are formulated as classification problems with various structures, and our product extraction task is similar to named entity recognition [Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder 2003] or entity detection [NIST 2005]. We use a variety of supervised machine learning methods in this work, drawing on well-established conventional wisdom about what features prove most effective for each of our tasks.

### 3 Forum Datasets

We consider eight underground forums (Table 1): Blackhat World, Darkode, Hack Forums, Hell, Nulled, Antichat, Carders and L33tCrew. We collected the forum data in two ways: partial scraping (Darkode, Hack Forums, Hell) and complete publicly leaked database dumps that contain all public posts and metadata prior to the leak (Blackhat World, Nulled, Antichat, Carders and L33tCrew).

**Blackhat World.** Blackhat World focuses on blackhat search engine optimization (SEO) techniques. The forum started in October, 2005 and is still active, although it has changed in character over the past decade.

**Darkode.** Darkode focused on cybercriminal wares, including exploit kits, spam services, ransomware programs, and stealthy botnets. We focused our attention on the four subforums that contained substantial amounts of commerce, ignoring twenty-eight other subforums unrelated to commerce. This forum was taken down in July of 2015 by a joint multinational law enforcement effort [of Justice 2015].

**Hack Forums.** Hack Forums covers a wide range of mostly cybersecurity-related blackhat (and non-cybercrime topics), such as crypters (software used to hide viruses), keyloggers, server “stress-testing” (denial-of-service flooding) and hacking tools. The forum started in 2007 and is still active. For our analysis, we focus on the subforums in Hack Forums related to buy, sell, and currency exchange.

**Hell.** Hell was an underground forum hosted as a Tor Hidden Service. It focused on credit card fraud, hacking, and data breaches. Hell made headlines when a hacker on the forum dumped the personal details of 4 million users of Adult Friend Finder, a dating website. The forum was shut down in July 2015 but relaunched in January 2016.

**Nulled.** Nulled advertises itself as a “cracking community” specializing in leaks and tools for data breach. The forum was hacked on May 2016 and the full database of the forum was released publicly.
Non-English Forums. We analyzed three non-English forums: Antichat, Carders and L33tCrew. Carders and L33tCrew were German-language forums that specialized in stolen credit cards and other financial accounts [Afroz et al. 2013]. Both of the forums were leaked and closed. Our data spans the entire lifetime of the forums. Antichat is a Russian-language forum. Unlike the other forums, Antichat does not specialize on a single topic but rather covers a broad array of underground cybercrime topics such as password cracking, stolen online credentials, email spam and SEO [Afroz et al. 2013].

4 Automated Processing

For each post appearing in a forum, we extract three properties — the type of transaction, the product, and its price—not explicitly marked. We take a supervised learning approach, labeling a small proportion of the data with ground truth and using those annotations to train a tool to label the rest. We divide the task of extracting all of this information into three sub-tasks. In every case, the input to the tool is a single post, while output structure varies by task. In this section we describe the development of our tools, and results of evaluations that assess their effectiveness.

4.1 Type-of-Post Classification

Different forums use different conventions to mark different types of posts. For example, Darkode and Hack Forums have dedicated subforums for buy, sell and trade posts; on Carders and L33tCrew, buy posts start with “[B]” (“suche” means “seeking”, i.e., buying) and sell posts start with “[S]” (“biete” means offering). The rest of the forums do not have any explicit tagging to mark the type of a post. Identifying the commerce section of a forum will significantly reduce the workload of an analyst, because fewer than 40% of the posts are related to commerce on the majority of the forums.

The type-of-post classifier detects whether a post concerns buying or selling a product, exchanging currency, or none of these (e.g., an admin post). Due to the lack of ground-truth data on the non-English forums, the classifier only detects buy and sell posts on those forums. We use a variety of token- and character-level features robust across languages and domains.

4.1.1 Labeling Ground Truth.

To build a ground-truth dataset for the type-of-post classifier, we strip out the information that explicitly indicates the posting type. For the non-English forums (Antichat, Carders and L33tCrew), we consulted one German and one Russian native speaker to confirm the accuracy of the labels. For Antichat, we look for the words related to trade, buy or sell. For example, “prodayu” is the first person singular present tense of to sell, meaning “I am selling,” and is often used in posts to offer a product for sale. By identifying threads with these words we constructed a training set, with one of three confidence levels assigned to each thread based on the words present—a confidence level of 3 indicates 100% confidence in the labeling, a level of 2 indicates less than 75% confidence, and a level of 1 indicates less than 50% confidence. Table 2 shows the final dataset size for each forum.

4.1.2 Models.

We consider two models for type-of-post classification. The Most-Frequent Label (MFL). This model returns the most frequent label in the training set. This approach can appear to do much better than 50% in some cases because of natural imbalances in the number of “buy”, “sell”, “currency exchange” and “other” posts in a forum (see Table 2).

Support Vector Machine (SVM). This model uses text-based features: word unigrams, word bigrams, and character n-grams of lengths 1 to 6. We train the SVM by coordinate descent on the primal form of the objective [Fan et al. 2008] with $\lambda_2$-regularization. We also considered a range of other features: part-of-speech labels, parse dependencies, text from replies to the initial post, the length of the post, and rank and reputation of the user who authored the initial post. None of these additions appreciably improved performance, and so we do not include them in the final classifier.

4.1.3 Validation Results.

We assessed our classifier both within a forum and across forums. The first gives a direct measure of performance on the task we trained the classifier to do. The second gives a measurement of how well the classifier would generalize to an unseen forum in the same language. For Antichat, in addition to doing the standard evaluation, we also considered performance when using only the threads with a high confidence annotation level (level 3). In within-forum evaluations, we split the data 80% / 20% to form training and test sets. In cross-forum evaluations, we used 100% of the data.

English. For Darkode, the buy vs. sell classifier is effective, achieving 98.2% accuracy overall, and 90.0% on the less common class. Our classifier is similarly effective on Hack Forums sell vs. currency (98.29% overall / 96.95% on the least common class) and Nulled buy vs. sell vs. other (95.27% overall / 85.34% on the least common class). When combining randomly sampled data from Darkode, Hack Forums and Nulled to get a dataset balanced between all four classes, we see uniformly high performance on all classes and 95.69% accuracy overall.

While Blackhat World and Hell are too small for within-forum evaluation, we can use the entire dataset as a test set to perform cross-forum evaluation. When training on Darkode and testing on Blackhat World, we see a performance drop relative to the within-forum evaluation on Darkode, but we achieve accuracy still well above the MFL baseline. The same holds when training on Nulled and testing on Blackhat World, Hell or Darkode. These results all indicate that the classifier generalizes well and analysts could use it in the future on other, completely unlabeled forums.

Non-English. On both German-language forums (Carders and L33tCrew) we see high performance both within-forum and across-
First, most core NLP systems like part-of-speech taggers and syntactic parsers target formal, well-formed, grammatical text. The tactic parsers suffer accordingly, making them less informative. Second is a base noun phrase (NP), and the third is a complex NP. The correct span in this case could be 

The data consider strays far from that setting, and performance of those tools suffers accordingly, making them less informative. Second, as a thread continues, the topic will often drift and lose focus, becoming less related to the original transaction. This noise explains why using features of later posts in a thread did not improve performance any further. We found two general issues. We investigated why the additional features we considered did not improve performance. If you know of anyone who codes them please let me know

Note that, when appropriate, we annotate both the outcome and the method for obtaining that product (sobody).

We thus avoid defining rules on where to place the boundaries, and instead annotate the word common to all of the options—the head of the noun phrase, in this example, keylogger.

The correct span in this case could be keylogger, a keylogger, or the complete phrase. Linguistically, the first of these is a noun, the second is a base noun phrase (NP), and the third is a complex NP. We thus avoid defining rules on where to place the boundaries, and instead annotate the word common to all of the options—the head of the noun phrase, in this example, keylogger. Doing so provides a clearer definition of the annotations, enabling consistent labeling. Using automatic syntactic parsers we can subsequently recover the complete phrase. Linguistically, the first of these is a noun, the second is a base noun phrase (NP), and the third is a complex NP.

Here we look at extracting the actual product being bought or sold in a thread. Our system outputs a set of spans in the text, each of which marks an explicit mention of the product. From this, we can extract a set of string representations of the product(s) being bought or sold. This task proves both very useful for analyzing criminal marketplace activity but also quite difficult. One general challenge is that a single post can mention many product-like items distinct from the item actually for sale, such as an account to contact for purchasing. We address this kind of ambiguity by building a machine-learned product extractor, which uses features that consider syntax and surface word context.

4.2.1 Labeling Ground Truth.

To start, while the task output is multi-word spans that describe products, we find manually annotating such spans a difficult and time-consuming process. To understand the challenge, consider this example from Darkode:

a keylogger coded completely in ASM

The correct span in this case could be keylogger, a keylogger, or the complete phrase. Linguistically, the first of these is a noun, the second is a base noun phrase (NP), and the third is a complex NP. We thus avoid defining rules on where to place the boundaries, and instead annotate the word common to all of the options—the head of the noun phrase, in this example, keylogger. Doing so provides a clearer definition of the annotations, enabling consistent labeling. Using automatic syntactic parsers we can subsequently recover the larger span (described further in Section 4.2.3), though we define our annotations over raw tokens to avoid tying ourselves to error-prone parser output.

Note that, when appropriate, we annotate both the outcome and the means of delivery. Figure 1 shows an example: DCIBot is closest to the core product, but sobody and mod are critical to the process and so we annotate them as well. However, we do not annotate features of products (Update Cmd) in Figure 1, generic product references (this), product mentions inside “vouches” (reviews from other users), or product mentions outside of the first and last non-whitespace lines of each post. We make our full annotation guide available.

Table 3: Classification accuracy on the buy vs. sell task. MFL refers to a baseline that simply returns the most frequent label in the training set. Note that the test sets for within-forum evaluation comprise 20% of the labeled data, while the test sets for across-forum evaluation are 100% of the labeled data in the target forum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Train/Test Forum</th>
<th>Buy</th>
<th>Sell</th>
<th>Curr</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>MFL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Darkode</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darkode/BHW</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carders</td>
<td>95.65</td>
<td>89.52</td>
<td>93.20</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carders/L33crew</td>
<td>97.36</td>
<td>92.32</td>
<td>95.57</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L33crew/Carders</td>
<td>95.75</td>
<td>88.21</td>
<td>93.05</td>
<td>64.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L33crew/Hell</td>
<td>93.81</td>
<td>83.82</td>
<td>89.79</td>
<td>59.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antichat (all)</td>
<td>95.15</td>
<td>98.23</td>
<td>97.16</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antichat (confidence=3)</td>
<td>98.91</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>99.60</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Classification accuracy on the buy vs. sell vs. currency exchange vs. other task. Omitted entries indicate categories with too little ground-truth data of that type to robustly evaluate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Train/Test Forum</th>
<th>Buy</th>
<th>Sell</th>
<th>Curr</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>MFL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hack Forums</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>98.39</td>
<td>98.29</td>
<td>69.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darkode + Hack Forums + Nullled</td>
<td>89.42</td>
<td>98.28</td>
<td>85.34</td>
<td>95.27</td>
<td>59.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darkode + Hack Forums + Nullled</td>
<td>92.86</td>
<td>95.72</td>
<td>98.35</td>
<td>96.26</td>
<td>95.69</td>
<td>59.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nulled/Nullled</td>
<td>77.27</td>
<td>93.04</td>
<td>90.51</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nulled/Nullled</td>
<td>86.50</td>
<td>96.14</td>
<td>87.96</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nulled/Nullled</td>
<td>86.36</td>
<td>85.71</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We developed this approach through a series of rounds, first to investigate options for annotation methodologies, then to train annotators without security expertise. We annotated training, development, and test sets in several forums:

- Darkode training set (630 posts with 3 annotators per post, 30 with 7 annotators per post)
- Darkode development set and test set (both 100 posts with 8 annotators per post)
- Hack Forums training set (728 posts, 3 annotators per post, 30 posts with 8 annotators per post)
- Hack Forums test set (140 posts, 4 annotators per post)

We used the Fleiss Kappa measurement of inter-annotator agreement [Fleiss 1971] and found that our annotations had “substantial agreement” ($\kappa = 0.65$).

We derived the final annotations used by taking a majority vote among annotators; i.e., for each token in question, if at least half of annotators (rounded up) annotate it, then we treat it as ground truth. Roughly 95% of posts in Darkode and Hack Forums contained products according to this annotation scheme. We additionally pre-processed the data using the tokenizer and the sentence-splitter from the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [Manning et al. 2014].

### 4.2.2 Models

We consider two models for product extraction. In each case, our models deal with noun phrases as the fundamental units of products. We generalize ground-truth noun phrases from our headword annotation according to the output of an automatic parser [Chen and Manning 2014].

**Noun-phrase classifier.** We train an SVM to classify each noun phrase in the post as either a product or not. We structure our features around a set of key words that we consider, namely the first, last, and head words of the noun phrase, as well as the syntactic parent of the noun phrase’s head, and up to three words of context on each side of these words. For each of these features, we fire features on its identity, character n-grams it contains, part of speech, and dependency relation to its parent. This gives us a rich set of contextual features examining both the surface and syntactic context of the noun phrase in question. For example, in Figure 1, when considering the noun phrase a solid backconnect bot, we fire features like parent=for and parent-previous=looking, the latter of which provides a strong indicator that our noun phrase corresponds to what the poster seeks. Finally we also use features targeting the noun phrase’s position in the post (based on line and word indices), capturing the intuition that posters often mention products in a post’s title or early in the post body.

We train the SVM by subgradient descent on the primal form of the objective [Ratliff et al. 2007, Kummerfeld et al. 2015]. We use AdaGrad [Duchi et al. 2011] to speed convergence in the presence of a large weight vector with heterogeneous feature types. We trained all product extractors in this section for 5 iterations with $\ell_1$-regularization.

**Post-level extractor.** Rather than making decisions about every noun phrase in a post, we can support some kinds of analysis by a more conservative product identification scheme. If all we want to do is identify the general product composition of a forum, then we do not need to identify all references to that product in the body of the post, but might instead just identify an easy one in, say, the post title. Therefore, we also consider a post-level model, which tries to select one noun phrase out of a post as the most likely product being bought or sold. Structuring the prediction problem in this way naturally lets the model be more conservative in its extractions, and simplifies the task, since we can ignore highly ambiguous cases if the post includes a clear product mention. Put another way, doing so supplies a useful form of prior knowledge, namely that the post contains a single product as its focus.

We formulate this version of the model as a latent SVM, where the choice of which product noun phrase to extract is a latent variable at training time. We use the same datasets, features, and training setup as before.

### 4.2.3 Validation Results

We considered three different metrics to validate the effectiveness of our product extractor:

- Performance on recovering individual product noun phrases. We compute precision (number of true positives divided by the number of system-predicted positives), recall (true positives over ground truth positives), and F-measure ($F_1$, the harmonic mean of precision and recall).
- Performance on recovering product types from a post: we compare the set of product head words extracted by our automated system with those annotated in the ground truth (after lowercasing and stemming), and evaluate with precision, recall, and $F_1$.
- Evaluation of a single product chosen from the post, checking whether we accurately recovered a product from the post, or correctly decided that it contained no products.

The latter two of these better match the analysis we want to carry out in this work, so we will focus our discussion on them.

Table 5 shows these metrics for our noun phrase- and post-level classifiers. Throughout this table, we train on a combined set of annotated training data from both Darkode and Hack Forums. We compare against two baselines. Our Frequency baseline takes the most frequent noun or verb in a post and classifies it as a product. This method favors precision: it will tend to annotate one token per post. Our Dictionary baseline extracts a gazetteer of products from the training data and tags any word that appears in this gazetteer. This method favors recall: it will severely over-extract words like account and website, and will only fail to recover products when they have never been seen in the training set.

Our learned systems outperform the baselines substantially on each of the forums we consider. Overall, we find consistently lower results on Hack Forums across all metrics. One possible reason is that Hack Forums posts tend to be longer and more complex (10.4 lines per post on average as opposed to 6.0 for Darkode), as well as exhibiting a wider variety of products; when we ran the extractor on 1,000 posts from each forum, the Darkode sample contained 313 distinct products and the Hack Forums sample contained 393. Our post-level system performs well on both post-level evaluation as well as on product type evaluation, indicating that posts generally have only one product type. We use this system for the analysis going forward. Overall, this system achieves 86.6% accuracy on posts from these two forums: high enough to enable interesting analysis.

### 4.2.4 Limitations

**Performance on other forums.** Because we train our product extractor on data drawn from particular forums, we would expect it to perform better at prediction on those forums than on others. We

4Note that this is still an unnecessarily harsh metric in some cases: mail list and emails will not be considered the same product type, but getting both right may not be necessary for analysis.
Table 5: Results of the product extractor (trained on all training data) on the test sets of two forums. We report results for two baselines as well as for two variants of our system. Bolded results represent statistically significant improvements over all other values on that metric (in the same column) according to a bootstrap resampling test with \( p < 0.05 \). Our post-level system achieves 86.6% accuracy on product identification overall, making it robust enough to support many kinds of analysis.

Table 6: Cross-forum evaluation of the post-level product extractor. We report product type F-measure on the test sets for three variants of the post-level system: one trained on Darkode, one trained on Hack Forums, and one trained on both (as in Table 5). When the system is missing data from a particular forum, its performance degrades; the combined system works well on a range of forums.

Table 7: Evaluation of the Regex- and SVM-based price extractors.

4.3.1 Labeling Ground Truth.

On every post, we annotate the price of the product, the payment method, and the currency, unless the post states the price in USD Dollars (which we skip annotating for convenience). We do not annotate the payment method in the absence of prices. We annotate prices on the same dataset used for product extraction.

4.3.2 Models.

We consider one baseline model and one machine-learning based model for price extraction:

**Regex extractor.** Extracts all the numbers and known currencies from a post as the price(s) of the product mentioned in the post. Ignores any contextual information from the posts.

**SVM based extractor.** Labels each token as a price or a payment method. The classifier uses token counts, position of a token in a post, parts-of-speech of the token, and membership in the Brown clusters as features. Brown clustering is a hierarchical clustering approach that creates clusters of similar words [Brown et al. 1992]. It can help disambiguate words used to refer to similar concepts.

4.3.3 Validation Results.

We evaluated both models on four forums: Darkode, Hack Forums, Hell and Nullled. We excluded Blackhat World for this analysis because of its low number of threads with prices. In our annotation dataset, 11.02% of the posts on Darkode mention pricing information, the Regex extractor performs poorly compared to the SVM extractor (Table 7). In our dataset, over 40% of the numbers and currencies mentioned in a post are related to prices. Without contextual information, the Regex extractor cannot recognize various ways of mentioning a price, and cannot distinguish regular numbers from prices.

For the SVM extractor, we achieve both higher precision and higher recall when we train and test the model on the same forum. The accuracy on Hack Forums exceeds that for the other forums,
perhaps due to Hack Forums much larger size than Darkode, thus providing more data for training the classifier. The majority of the errors occur for words used for both pricing and non-pricing information. For example, in the following sentence “pm” means private message: “Contact me via xmpp or pm”; in other contexts, “pm” can also mean Perfect Money, as in “Only accept PM or BTC.”

4.3.4 Limitations.

The accuracy of the price extractor decreases when we train and test on separate forums. The discrepancy in accuracy may reflect different forums using different payment methods and discussing pricing information differently. For example, Bitcoin is one of the most used currencies on Hack Forums, but we never find it mentioned with a price on Darkode.

For some product categories, a price is not meaningful without a unit, which our current classifiers do not extract. For example, the price of 1,000 accounts is likely to be higher than the price of one account. While knowing the unit is important (especially if we want to compare the price of one category of product across multiple forums), in our dataset unit pricing is relatively rare. Only 4.09% of the posts on Darkode and 12% of the posts on Hack Forums mention a unit.

4.4 Currency Exchange Extraction

Some of the forums we considered contain large sections focused on exchanging money between electronic currencies and payment systems such as Liberty Reserve, Bitcoin, and PayPal. We treated these posts entirely separately, since the “product” is not a single noun phrase, and the price is not a single number. Instead, we consider the task of extracting several pieces of information: currencies offered, currencies desired, amounts offered, amounts desired, and exchange rates. For each of these, we wish to extract either a value, or a decision that the post does not contain it (for example, no amount appears).

Labeling Ground Truth. Our annotators find this task much more clear-cut than product extraction or price extraction. Three annotators labeled 200 posts, 100 of which we used as a development set and 100 for validation. Two of the annotators also each labeled an additional 200 posts, producing a 400 post training set. In each case, we annotated tokens as either relating to what the post offers, an additional 200 posts, producing a 400 post training set. In each case, we annotated tokens as either relating to what the post offers, the first amount and currency mentioned as offered, and the second amount and currency mentioned as requested.

Models. We considered two baselines and two learned models:

- **Fixed Order**. Uses regular expressions to identify tokens corresponding to numerical amounts or known currencies. We consider the first amount and currency mentioned as offered, and the second amount and currency mentioned as requested.

- **Pattern-Based**. Extracts patterns of token sequences from the training data, with infrequent words discarded, and numerical values and currencies collapsed into special markers. When a pattern matches text in a post, we marked the tokens as currency or amount according to the pattern.

- **Token Classifier**. A learned classifier using local context to label each token as one of the pieces of information to be extracted.

- **Global Extractor**. An extension of the token classifier that makes decisions about all tokens in the post simultaneously. This means decisions can interact, with the label for one token depending on labels chosen for other tokens.

Validation Results. Table 8 shows validation results on Hack Forums. In the evaluation, we de-duplicate trades mentioned multiple times in a single post (i.e., when a single post describes the exchange more than once, the system only gets credit once for getting it right).

As expected, of the two baselines, the pattern-based approach has higher precision, but cannot raise recall. The learned models balance these two more effectively, leading to further overall improvements in F-measure, and reaching 50% exact match on posts. In the remaining cases, the errors relate to a mixture of the three types of data of interest.

### Table 8: Validation results for the currency exchange extractor.

The model report results for all four models, evaluating extraction of all fields (left), and for only the currencies being exchanged (right). We assess metrics of Precision, Recall, F-measure, percentage of fully matched posts (Ex.), and for currencies, the percentage of posts in which we find the transaction direction reversed.

5 Analysis

5.1 End-to-end error analysis

To compute the end-to-end error of the type-of-post, product, and price classifiers, we manually evaluate 50 posts from Hack Forums and Nulled. For this evaluation, we consider the product classifier output as correct if it extracts the correct product noun phrase. Overall, 14% of the posts on Nulled and 16% of the posts on Hack Forums had at least one misclassification. For both of the forums, the three classifiers never made an error in the same post—understandable given the differing nature of the three classification tasks.

5.2 Broadly Characterizing a Forum

To get a shallow picture of the activity going on in a forum, we can simply assess the most frequently bought and sold products. The first two columns of Table 9 show the 10 most frequently occurring products in Darkode and Hack Forums extracted according to two methods: take the most frequent nouns, or take the most frequent product headwords. We much more consistently extract actual products, as opposed to other features of e-commerce like currencies. Moreover, they highlight interesting differences between the forums that the word frequency method misses: Darkode has a higher amount of activity surrounding malware installs and exploits, whereas Hack Forums has a larger amount of activity related to online gaming (cod, boost). This rough picture could provide an analyst with a starting point for more in-depth investigation.

Our product extractor also supports finer-grained analysis, with its prediction of complete noun phrases. If we collect the most frequent noun phrases (last column of Table 9), as opposed to headwords, we have a new frequency distribution that surfaces terms like steam account for Hack Forums, a gaming-related concept. The category account disappears and others rearrange because they are fragmented into subtypes. Accurately characterizing activity surrounding accounts poses a challenging task that we address in more detail in the next section.

5.3 Performance

We focused our evaluation of our automated tools on accuracy rather than runtime, because our tools execute quickly enough to enable in-depth, real-time analysis. For the type-of-post classifier, training the classifier from scratch and running it on the complete forum took less than 5 minutes on the English language forums (using four threads on a quad-core Macbook Pro). For the German and Russian language forums, it took 10 minutes. Our product extractor can also process the forums in 5-to-15 minutes (15-to-30 posts
per second on a single core of a Macbook Pro). The price extraction and currency exchange pipelines had similarly fast runtimes, analyzing a forum in a few minutes.

6 Case Studies

The methods developed in Section 4 provide tools that an analyst can use to answer specific questions of interest. To demonstrate this, in this section we present two case studies. In Section 5.2 we showed that our product extractor can provide useful high-level characterization of the activity in a forum. Section 6.1 then shows how to take this starting point and extend it to a more fine-grained analysis of particular products. This analysis requires only a few simple rules that an analyst might write down in an hour or two of study, and shows what our methodology can provide “out of the box.”

Then, in Section 6.2, we delve deeper into a subset of posts not handled well by our existing tools, namely those involving currency exchange. Tackling this part of the underground economy requires developing additional extraction machinery: we show that we can use a process similar to that for annotating our product extraction dataset to build a currency exchange detection system here as well.

6.1 Identifying Account Activity

Noun phrases produced by our product extractor may not immediately expose the types of cybercriminal activity of interest to an analyst. Table 9 shows that the head accounts is very common across two forums, but these posts might correspond to users selling hacked accounts or merely selling access to one-off accounts that they legally own, a distinction of potential interest to an analyst. Knowing the type of account (steam account versus Instagram account) does not necessarily help us narrow this down either.

To analyze account activity in more depth, we can use our product extractor as a starting point. We gather all posts related to accounts according to the product extractor: these include posts with product headwords email, account, or names of popular services from a small whitelisted set (hotmail, snapchat, etc.). After gathering these posts, we observed a simple rule: we find that plural headwords (accounts, emails) almost always reflect users trafficking in illegally acquired accounts, whereas singular headwords typically reflect users selling their own accounts.

6.2 Currency Exchange Patterns

In Figure 2, we show the result of extracting transactions from the three forums using our tool. We label rows with the payment mechanism offered and columns with the one sought. Each cell of the table shows the number of posts of the designated type. The most popular three payment mechanisms are Liberty Reserve (now defunct), Bitcoin, and PayPal.

By far the most popular exchange offered is Bitcoin for PayPal, both on Hack Forums and Nulled. We suspect the reason for the demand is that exchangers can profit by charging on average a 15% fee to exchange Bitcoin and other difficult to obtain currencies for PayPal (calculated using extracted amounts and rates).

One unusual value is the square for Hack Forums showing Bitcoin–Bitcoin transactions. These indicate mistakes in our analysis of the exchanger’s output, where we treated “coins” as referring to Bitcoin, when in some cases they mean other types of cryptocurrencies. Fortunately, this issue rarely occurs.

We also found surprising to observe demand for moving money from PayPal, Bitcoin, and other payment mechanisms to credit cards. Further investigation of thirty posts showed that half of these reflect requests for someone to make purchases using a credit card, using some other means to repay them. The other half arose from a combination of errors in our extraction, mostly related to statements regarding “CC verified” PayPal accounts. These errors contrast sharply with the high accuracy observed when spot-checking one hundred of the Bitcoin to Paypal transactions (97% correct), indicating that our accuracy depends significantly on currency.

Expanding what we grep for improves recall but harms precision; for example, including email as well decreases F-score to 54.3.

Table 10: Accounts case study. We have a three-class classification task of posts: they deal in original accounts, in bulk/hacked accounts, or not in accounts at all. Compared to a grep baseline, a method based on our product extractor performs better at identifying relevant posts. Precision measures how frequently we obtain a correct extraction when we identify a post related to either type of account, and recall measures how many of the gold-standard account-type posts we identify and classify correctly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Prec</th>
<th>Rec</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grep Baseline</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>61.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Extractor</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Top frequently-occurring stemmed nouns in Darkode and Hack Forums from two methods: simple frequency counts, and looking only at nouns tagged as products by our product extractor. The product extractor filters out numerous frequent but uninteresting concepts related to commerce (price, lr) and allows analysts to more quickly see differences of greater interest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word freq.</th>
<th>Products</th>
<th>Product NPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pm</td>
<td>pm</td>
<td>crypter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price</td>
<td>service</td>
<td>space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>site</td>
<td>traffic</td>
<td>crypther</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traffic</td>
<td>account</td>
<td>service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bot</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email</td>
<td>view</td>
<td>cod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>paypal</td>
<td>boost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>server</td>
<td>price</td>
<td>server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anyone</td>
<td>method</td>
<td>method</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3We further exclude a few common noun phrases that correspond to spamming services instead, namely bulk email, mass email, or [number] email.

4Expanding what we grep for improves recall but harms precision; for example, including email as well decreases F-score to 54.3.


